Nordic Circular Transition Groups

A chance for our partners to get ahead of the curve and influence how circularity is developed and realised in the Nordic markets

What are Nordic Circular Transition Groups?

The Nordic Circular Transition Groups are a collaboration for a faster circular transition in the Nordics. Launched as a part of the Nordic Circular Hotspot Partner Programme, they put cooperation and circular principles at the centre of rethinking our current business models by bringing together a wide range of interest groups – from industries and segments to the public and private economic sectors, as well as our regulatory and governmental partners. The Transition Groups are a unique opportunity for our partners to have their say in shaping the circular transition in all value chains in the Nordics.

The purpose of the Transition Groups

The Transition Groups are our systemic and strategic approach to moving from linear value creation into circular and sustainable models across all market spheres in the Nordics. By putting the action directly into the hands of the relevant industries and actors, we will accelerate the Nordic circular transition and increase our impact.

The groups will work to build a common market culture for circular and sustainable value development; stimulate collaboration and break down borders in the Nordic market sphere; increase market activity in circular and sustainable solutions, and define and align the core circular and sustainable values of the Nordic market.

Are you interested in joining?

All signed Nordic Circular Hotspot partners are now invited!

The group meetings and workshops can be attended digitally to enable efficient collaboration across the region. Each Transition Group is co-led by a highly-experienced managing partner from the Nordic Circular Hotspot together with a subject specialist.

Contact and more information
nordiccircularhotspot.org
anett@naturalstate.no

Nordic Circular Hotspot Partner Programme
Transition Groups 2022

#BuildBackCircular
#CircularNordic
1. Leadership for Circular Transition
2. Bill of Materials Systems
3. Policy and Regulating Circularity
   The Nordic Regulative Overview
4. Constructing Circularity
   The New Built Environment in the Nordics

More groups are coming! Do you want to decide what circularity in the Nordics will look like for your sector? We welcome discussion and proposals for groups launching later this year on topics from city life and mobility to finance and materials.

What you gain by participating

- A networking space and a chance to have your voice heard in a cross-Nordic context.
- The opportunity to explore and create long-lasting value for your organisation, sector or value-chain.
- The chance to present your perspectives and findings to an internationally recognised platform of experts and decision-makers at the annual Nordic Circular Summit in Stockholm in November 2022.

What are your commitments?

The Transition Group participants commit to sharing their time, unique insights, and expertise while respecting the Rules and Regulations set out by the NCH. Digital participation in the Transition Group meetings contributes toward the time commitment our Signed Partners have made to the NCH Partner Programme.

Join now!

Is your organisation ready to step up and become a future leader in circularity and sustainability?

We want to build momentum, enable action and inspire knowledge-sharing in a concrete way. Are you interested in leading, participating in or learning more about the Transition Groups? Get in touch today!